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1. A brief historical observation concerning the Rgyud-bzi

The complexity of the problem of the origin of the Rgyud-bzi, its authorship, and the exact date of its compilation is well known to specialists. The full title of the Rgyud-bzi is bglas-bris-srin-pa-yang-kyi-brygyud-pa-og-ha-mun-ngi-rgyud, which corresponds to its Sanskrit title amrta-ratana-sri-gyal-ba-upadeśa-tantra-sūtra. There are different versions concerning the origin of the Rgyud-bzi even in the Tibetan medical tradition itself. But one can sum them up mainly into two different versions concerning the composition of the Rgyud-bzi. The first favours the idea of a translation from the Sanskrit and the second a local compilation.

2. Translation from the Sanskrit

In the first case most known versions are about the great translator Vaśrāna who lived in the eight century during the reign of the great Tibetan king Khri-sron-lde-brtan. The translation of this famous work from Sanskrit into Tibetan has been attributed to this Lo-ka-ba. He was one of the sixteen most famous disciples, of the great Tantric master Padmaśambhava who had obtained siddhi, the power to work miracles. The number of the chief disciples of Padmaśambhava in this respect varies from one source to another, and according to certain sources Vaśrāna was among the twenty five disciples who followed (rges-brtan) Guru Rinpoche and he was also among nine Siddhas (sgrub-thob) who were in the entourage of the tantric Master (1). He studied a number of medical treatises with the Indian Ācārya Candranādana Zha-ba-mi-gnyis-gla in Tibetan and he has also composed two commentaries which are called respectively 'ti-kha-mun-sel-snyon-mro and Miis-don-bsha-sneg-mam-bu. On his return to his home-
land Vairocana presented the Rgyad-bshi to king Khri-srong-Iden-briian and Padmasambhava who found the text most precious and secret. As the right time for diffusing this secret teaching had not yet come Padmasambhava hid this text with special prayers (sman-lam) in the pillar (ka-ba) situated at the middle storey (ba-phan) of the monastery of Samye (bshom-yas), the most ancient monastery in Tibet (2). This tradition belongs to the tradition of hidden texts (gyur-ma) well known in Tibet, particularly to the Rñ差-ma School, the oldest Buddhist School in Tibet.

In fact, the teaching of the Rgyad-bshi has two traditions of transmission: by gyur-ma through hidden text transmission and by bkra'-ma through oral transmission. In the case of hidden text transmission the Rgyad-bshi was discovered by one of the greatest discoverers of hidden texts, Grva-pa-mtson-gyes in the late 11th century in accordance with the secret indications given by Zamb-pa-mdzod-pbal-'kud, the chief guardian of the Rgyad-bshi, who had been appointed by Padmasambhava as guardian deity of the hidden text (gyur-bdag) along with Gmin-byun and Ca-na-pa, etc., when the Rgyad-bshi was hidden in Samye monastery. Grva-pa-mtson-gyes then passed the teachings of the Rgyad-bshi on to his disciple Dgae-pa-a-rag-graigs who passed it on to other disciples. (3)

According to the tradition of oral transmission (bkra'-ma) of the Rgyad-bshi, Padmasambhava has given the secret teachings to Mni-bsen-po at his request with an autotranslation (ran-'gyur) of the Rgyad-bshi by Guru Rinpoche himself. Padmasambhava said: "I have not given this teaching to Khri-srong-lde-btsan but I will give it to the prince for the benefit of sentient beings and for the propagation of Buddhism". (slob-dpon gyis khri-srong-lde-btsan-las-nas-phad-ba-mens/"on kyean-rgyud-bu-khyod-ba-sens-lan-dan-bstan-pa-la-phun-pa' i phyir-byad-do-gsa-ins-nas-ran/gyur-mdrol/). (4)

3. Local compilation

This second version concerns a local compilation taken from different medical traditions like Indian, Chinese and Zan-bia, at
the same time bearing in mind the importance of the Tibetan environment. This deals with the activities of Gyu-thog-ye-yon-tan-mgon-po the Younger of the 11th century who has modified the Rgyad-bli from its ancient form into the actual presentation of the text. According to certain sources, Gyu-thog-ye-yon-tan-mgon-po has even modified the language of the Rgyad-bli and put it into the new style of language (ska-kung-blad-khyi-gtan-lha-phad) (5).

It is quite well known that different commentaries on this work have been written at different periods like the Cha-thag-blo-bshad by Gyu-thog-pa (11th century), the Legs-cbod-nor-bs by Byah-pa (14th century), the Vaidharya-ston-po and the Lhan-thabs attributed to Sde-srid-snars-rgyas-rgya-mcho (1653-1705), regent of the great 5th Dalai Lama Nag-than-blo-btsas-rgya-mcho (1617-1682), and other commentaries (6). Besides, it is true that without the help of these commentaries an accurate comprehension of the Rgyad-bli would be very difficult. Meanwhile certain specialists wonder how the SDe-srid could write such a clear commentary without the help of a previous clear commentary. It might be conceivable, but one should not forget the importance and rigidity of the Tibetan oral transmission, whether in the field of Buddhist teachings, medical, astrological or any other traditional science.

4. Observations on certain points of embryology according to the Vaidharya-ston-po

As mentioned above, I am not going to give a systematic description of embryology as those are found already in recent works. Rather, I shall limit myself to certain points that need clarification.

The teaching of embryology is divided into three parts, the causes (rgya), secondary causes of development (rgyen) and the signs of birth (chos-'drag-rigs). The main causes are the semen (lha-ba) and menstrual blood (the rool of the ovum was not yet known) without defect of wind (rlun), bile (snub-bri) and phlegm (khrad-kan). The consciousness of the intermediate state (bar-does-nam-yas) which is projected by the force of Karma (las) with
the help of the force of one's prayer (smon-lam) during the preced-
ing life-time accompanied by the assemblage of the five ele-
ments. (7).

As the commentary says, the consciousness of the intermedi-
ate state which is the main ingredient of conception is one of
the many examples of relationship between the Tibetan
medical tradition and Buddhist philosophy. For that reason, a
thorough knowledge of Buddhism, specially Tantric, is necessary in order
to understand the Tibetan medical treatises fully and unmis-
takenly. The question of the consciousness of the intermediate state
(bar-do'i-rnam-zer) is the basic element of Buddhist philosophy
on rebirth conjointly with the law of Karma (las).

In order to understand clearly the process of transfer of con-
sciousness from one life-time to another it is necessary to look
at the philosophy of interdependent causation (Sanskrit
pratityasamutpada and Tibetan rten-lсан-brel-ba-byan-ba). In
fact, the twelve links of pratityasamutpada which are rendered
in Tibetan as rten-brel-yun-log-blu-gis were illustrated in a
wheel at the time of Lord Buddha himself. (8) This is known as
bhavaśākra in Sanskrit and srid-pa-'khor-le in Tibetan, and is
the most important teaching of Lord Buddha for humanity. The
first of the twelve interdependent causes is ignorance (Sanskrit
avidyā, Tibetan mar-ma) which is the very source of
SamŚāra (khor-ba). From ignorance comes action of all kinds,
and the second link may be called 'creation of action or creative
impulse' (Skt. samśākara, Tib. 'du-byed-kyi-ias).

After that, creative impulse has taken place, positive or nega-
tive actions leave their imprints (bog-chags) on the consciousness
(Skt. vijñāna, Tib. rnam-zer) which is the third link of the twelve
interdependent causes. Once the positive or negative actions have
been imprinted on that consciousness it takes their imprints from
one life to another. This is the explanation from the technical
point of view on how the course of the law of Karma passes through
countless rebirths.

This consciousness corresponds to that subtle consciousness
which is the very essence of life according to the Tantric tradi-
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tions and it is called gdug-mo lhan-đig skyes-pa’i sems or rlun-sems-phra-mo. This very subtle consciousness accompanying the individuality through all its existence plays an important role at the time of death and birth of sentient beings. It is located in the central channel called avashāri or suṣumna in Sanskrit and rca-bdu-mu in Tibetan and is the last mental component to leave the body of a dying creature. This consciousness is the same as that of the intermediate state which precedes conception.

Another point that we may clarify concerns the assemblage of five elements: earth (Tib. sa), water (düu), fire (me), wind (rlun) and space (nam-mkha’).

In recent studies on Tibetan medicine in English or in French I have not seen a satisfactory rendering on the nature of that assemblage or union of the elements with the Vaidyāyana shom-po distinguishes so clearly:


‘Concerning the five elements in this passage, though in general it means the five elements accompanying the semen (khsu), menstrual blood (khrug) and mind (soms), here assemblage of five elements means assemblage of five elements in their very subtle form accompanying the consciousness of the intermediate state (bar-do’i-rnam-ges) and the five elements accompanying other factors (menstrual blood and semen). So the union of these subtle (phra-hu) elements which accompany the semen, menstrual blood and consciousness or mind should also be understood as union of elements.’

The commentary adds that without the element earth there will be no solidification of the body. Without water (düu) there will be no aggregation or holding together. Without fire (me) there will be no maturation (sme). Without the element wind
there will be no development (phel) of the body. Without the elements space (nam-srol) there can be no place (go) of development. (10)

About menstruation the commentary says, except in pregnant and sterile women, the red element (kha-nu-gsum-pa) develops from the 15th day to the end of the month, because the solar energy (ki-ma'i-stobs) develops during this period in the organ of generation (sam-se'a). From the first of the month the period which corresponds to the beginning of the waxing of the moon, the red element (kha-nu-gsum-pa) passes through two major channels which link with the generative organ (sam-se'a) and the womb from the right and left side and penetrates to the fundus of the uterus. This penetration provokes the opening of the uterus and the menstruation starts to flow. Most of the time menstruation takes place between the first and fifteenth of the month because during this period lunar energy develops and solar energy diminishes. (11) If there is a sexual relation of the 1st, 3rd, 5th, 7th or 9th day after menstruation there will be a boy. On the other hand, on the 2nd, 4th, 6th or 8th day there will be a girl (bu-mo). After the 12th day from the menstruation there will be no foundation as the uterus closes its opening like the lotus which closes when the sun sets (di-ma-nu). There is also the question of the proportion of semen and menstrual blood is given birth to a boy or a girl. (12)

The consciousness of the intermediate state (bu-dar'i-rnam-chen) in search of rebirth is in a state of delusion and comprises all sorts of feelings of fear, like storm and rain, etc. It enters the womb for protection. This applies, of course, to ordinary beings.

According to the Tantric teachings, in the case of a Nirmalâlaya (snyed-ba-sprul-skra) the consciousness enters by the mouth (thi) of the father and passes down to the womb along with semen.

The consciousness of the intermediate state can be either awake or not during the process of conception, and the development of the embryo depends on the degree of an individuality's spiritual awareness. For example, Buddhas and Bodhisattvas who
have obtained a pure state of mind are absolutely awake through all the process. In fact, there are four degrees of sentient beings whose consciousness is more or less awake:

1) Ordinary sentient beings (so-skye-du-ma-pa) go through the whole process of conception, development of embryo and birth in total ignorance (mi-dran-mi-čer).

2) Cakravartins (khor-las-sgyur-ba) and those who have started on the path (rgyud-du-byugs) enter into conception with awareness but attend the development of the embryo and the birth in ignorance.

3) Bodhisattva beginners (byas-čak-pem-dpa’-las-dan-po-ba) and the Pratyekas (rnam-rgyud) enter into conception and birth with total awareness (dram-čer) but attend the development of the embryo in ignorance.

4) Bodhisattvas who have reached the pure and perfect state (dag-po’-la-so) attend the development right from conception till birth with total awareness. (13).

5. Illustrations.

What follows, are the explanations of the development of the embryo according to a medical thanka preserved at the Tibetan Medical and Astrology Centre at Lhasa. This painting gives the illustrations of each state of development of the embryo provided with inscriptions in Tibetan in cursive script underneath, and each illustration has been assigned a letter of the Tibetan alphabet.

1. Ka lar-ba-la-mo-skyi-bokul-ba’i-či-las-la-brten-mi-ča-dal-byung-pa /
2. Kha klu-khrag-ug-skyon-ča /
3. Ga klu-khrag-mkhris-skyon-ča /
4. Nu klu-khrag-bad-skyon-ča /
5. Ča klu-khrag-khrag-skyon-ča /
6. Čha klu-khrag-bad-lu-n-skyon-ča /
32. Ge drug-pa-srog-dbus-chags-chul /
33. No bdun-pa-miig-dbus-dod-chul /
34. Gi bgyad-pa-mgo-dbyib-chags-pa /
36. O ba'i-skabs-yin-pa-mchon-byed /
37. Ji bceu-pa-ocon-pa-pyi-tus-dod-pa /
38. Na bceu-gchig-dan-po-dgu-yi-dbyibs-dod-pa /
39. Ti bceu-gniis-pa-don-lha'i-dbyibs-dod-pa /
40. Tha bceu-gsum-pa-mod-drug-dod-lgas /
41. De bceu-bzik-pa-dphu-rka'ba-bral-dbyib-dod-pa /
42. No bceu-lha-pa-rka'la-tsug-rje-nar-dod-lgas /
43. Pi bceu-drug-pa-sor-me-dod-lgas /
44. Phu bceu-dhun-pa-phoy-nai-'brel-ba'i-rca-chags-chul /
45. O rus-shi-gyi-skabs /
46. Be bceu-bgyad-pa-sa-chil-chags-chul /
47. No bceu-dguy-pa-rgyun-pa-chags-chul /
48. Ci rgu-pa-rus-dan-rka'i-nar-chags-chul /
49. Chu rcan-giis-pa-phyi-pa-pa-gyos /
50. Je rca-gniis-pa-dban-po-dgu'i-ba-gzi-phye-ba /
51. Vo rca-gsum-skra-dam-ba-spa-ses-mo-skye /
52. Zi rca-bzhis-pa-don-stod-shin-chul /
53. Zu rca-bza-pa-chui-gi-tgsi-chul /
54. 'e rca-drug-pa-ses-kyi-dam-pa-gsal /
55. Yo rca-bduu-nas-sum-chu-ba-gyi-gsal-tjogs /
36. Ri  so-pi-gnas-so-lha-bar-dams-čad-'phel /
37. O  phag-pa’i-skabs /
38. Ls  mion-par-mi-sgra’-skyo-bri-i-du-ches-byun /
39. Çe  so-bdun-log-pa’i-du-ches-byun /
40. So  bdun-phrag-so-ṛgyud-pa’i-gos-jag-log-chul /
41. He  pho-gyas-su-cog-bac’-dag-chul /
42. O  mo-cibs-ngo-gyas-phyogs-na’-dag /
43. Ge’  de-dan’-dret-mar-ma-nu’-byun-ba /
44. Do’  rnik’-glsis-nado-ba-nche-mar-skye-ba /
45. Ki’  gya-log-le-bten-pi-bu-ni-gyas-staz-byun-yi-khyi’i-yin-pa’i-rtags /
46. Khu’  goni-lar-log-pa-gyon-log-la-bten-bu-mor-skye-ba’i-rtags /
47. Čh’  bce’-myon-gos-skor-bca’-sin-be-bé-gchod-pa’i-chul /
48. Čhu’  chas-kyin-gso-ba’i-chul /

1. Conception impelled by the law of Karma and ignorance as a result of sexual union
2. Semen and blood damaged by wind
3. Semen and blood damaged by bile
4. Semen and blood damaged by phlegm
5. Semen and blood damaged by blood
6. Semen and blood damaged by phlegm and wind
7. Semen and blood damaged by blood and bile
8. Semen and blood damaged by phlegm and bile
9. Semen and blood damaged by wind and bile
10. Semen and blood damaged by the three humours (dags) combined

11. Symbol of the five elements: (earth, water, fire, wind and space)

12. Semen and menstrual blood with no defect likely to lead to conception

13. Impelled by wind through the opening in the womb the menstrual blood trickles down for three days

14. Symbol of becoming male

15. Symbol of becoming female

16. Symbol of menstruation ending

17. Semen

18. Way in which from the mother’s menses flesh and blood (i.e. the body) with hollow and solid organs are formed

19. Consciousness taking root in the mind

20. From earth come the flesh, the bones and the sense of smell

21. From water come the blood, the body fluids and the sense of taste

22. From fire come heat and colour

23. From wind come breath and movement

24. From space come the body openings and the sense of hearing

25. The union of these interdependent causes forms the body

26. Representation of the right and left channels linking the uterus to the navel while the embryo develops

27. First week — mixing of the menstrual blood with the semen

28. During the second week the embryo is called mar-kar-po

29. Third week a cord-like form
30. Fourth week a round or oval form according to its sex.

31. 5th week the formation of the navel (and the central channel and the navel plexus).

32. 6th week the formation of the organs of life (the heart and heart plexus).

33. 7th week the formation of the organ of the eyes (and plexus between the eyes).

34. 8th week the formation of the head.

35. 9th week formation of body, upper and lower part.

36. Symbolised as the period of the fish.

37. 10th week the shoulders and the hips emerge.

38. 11th week formation of nine organs (that will develop orifices).

39. 12th week formation of the five solid internal organs (heart, lungs, spleen, liver, kidneys).

40. 13th week formation of six hollow internal organs (stomach, gall bladder, kidney bladder, large intestine, small intestine, generative organ).

41. 14th week formation of upper arms, legs and thighs.

42. 15th week formation of feet, hands, fore-arms and shins.

43. 16th week formation of fingers.

44. 17th week formation of external and internal connective channels.

45. Period of tortoise.

46. 18th week formation of flesh and fat.

47. 19th week formation of sinews and fibres.

48. 20th week formation of bones and marrow.

49. During the 21st week the body is covered by the outer skin.
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50. 22nd week opening the orifices of nine organs
51. 23rd week coming forth of hairs, down and nails
52. 24th week solid and hollow organs maturing
53. 25th week functioning of wind energy
54. 26th week the memory is getting very clear
55. From the 27th to the 30th week completion of gradual clearing of the mind
56. From the 31st to the 35th week further development of everything
57. Period of pig
58. During the 36th week a strong feeling of sadness and unhappiness arises
59. 37th week feeling the impulse to turn upside down
60. 38th week: the foetus turns a somersault
61. Boy squatting on the mother's right side
62. Girl on the left side of the ribcage
63. A bisexual child in the middle of the ribcage
64. Twins if both sides are high
65. Leaning towards the right is a sign that the child appearing in due time on the right-hand side is a boy
66. On the other hand, if it is a girl, there is leaning towards the left-hand side
67. Experienced women assist the birth and cut the umbilical cord
68. The right way of giving food to restore (the mother)